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Findings from a recent study by Ekman et ai. (1987) provided evidence jor
cultural disagreement about the intenrity ra/ings of unill€fSal facial expres
sions of emotion. We conducted a study 'that examined the basis oj these
cultural differences. Japanese and American subjects mode two separate in·
tensily ratings ojJapanese and Caucacian'posers portraying anger, disgust,
fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. The Americans had higher mean in
tensity ratings than the Japanesefor all emotions e.'Ccept disgust, regardless
oj the culture or gender of the poser. Americans gave happy and angry pho
tos the highest intensity ratings, while Japanese gave disgust photos the
highest rotings. But there was considerable cross-cultural consistency in the
relative differences among photos.

The evidence for unive:rsals in facial expressions of emotion comes from
two types of research. In one type, observers in both literate cultures
(Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Ekman, Friesen, & Ellsworth 19072; Izard, 1911)
and preliteraie cultures (Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen, 1969; Ekman & Frie-
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sen, 1971) vi~wed different facial expressions of emotion, and agreed in
their judgmenu about which emotion was shown in the faces. More rcct:Dt.
I)', Ekman ~l til. (1987) found agreement across cultum also ~bout lbejudg.
ment of the r~JQI;ve intensity of two expre.uiow of the same emotion.

The second type of research examined the expression rather than the
perception of emotion. For example, Ekman and Friesen (Ekman, 1972)
found that members of a prelilcrate culture showed the same faciaJ move
ments when posing emotions as is seen in many otber cultures. In a study of
spontaneous behavior, Ekman (1972) found that Japanese and American
subjects showed the same facial expressions when viewing Stress inducing
ftlrns, when the subjects were in a condition in which tbey thought they were
unobserved.

Some culturaJ differences have also been obtained, in relation to both
the perception and the expression of emotion. In the study that examined
the facial reactions of Japanese and Americans when viewing stress mms,
the Japanese more than Ihe Americans masked their negative expressions
when the subjects watched the suess ftlms in the presence of a high status
scientist from their own culture (Friesen, 1972). Ekman and Friesen (1969)
had predicted these rmdings based on their concept of "display rules":
learned, culture-specific rules governing the management and control of
emotional expression in specific social contexts.

Cultural differences in the pe~ption of facial expressions were also
found in the retent study by Ekman tt al. (1987). Although there was cross.
cultural agreement about the relative intensity of two expressions of the
same emotion, there were differences across cultures in the absolute intensi.
ty level attributed to some of tbe expressions. Post hoc analyses indicated
that the cultures who could clearly discern they were making judgments of a
foreigner (Japan, Hong Kong, Indonesia; only Caucasian posers used) gave
significantly lower intensity ratings than other cultures in their judgment.s of
happiness, surprise, and fear.

Ekman ~t al. (I987) speculated that perhaps the intensity differences
reflected greater uncenainty or politeness on the pan of those who had to
judge expressions shown by people who were clearly not part of their own
culture. Because all the faces judged in their experiment were of Cauca.
siam, the non·Western observers always knew they were judging foreigners
and may have attenuated their intensity ratings because of the uncertainty
of judging others. By this logic, the Japanese might have judged Japanese
faces to be more intense jf they had seen any.

Ekman and Friesen's concept of display rules suggests another expla.
nation. These rules were used 10 explain y.rhy Japanese would attenuate their
expressions of emotion in a social· situation, compared 10 Americans. Simi
lar rules. much like Buck's 0%4) decoding rul~. may exisl conceminE the

perception of emotion. Display rules in Japan not only may attenuate their
expressions of emotion, but may similarly downplay how emotional anyone
else is seen to be. By this reasoning, the Japane$( will perceive less intense
emotion than Americans, rcp.rdless of whether the person judged is Japa·
nesc: or Caucasian.

The manner in which the intensity judgments were obtained allowed
another explanation. Ekman et al. (1987) asked their obter'vers to rate the
intensity of each of seven emotional states (anger, contempt, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise). Differences, however, in the intensity lev
els implied by the translations of the different emotion terms may have pro-
duced the cultw'al differences in intensity ratings. Suppose, for example, the
translation of the English word anger into Japanese inadvenently yielded a
word which implied a higher level of anger than it did in English. When
asked to rate the intensity of this anger tenn, the Japanese observers would
have produced lower intensity ratings even if they did not differ from Amer
icans in their actual perception of absolute intensity.

Our study was designed to test these hypotheses concernjng the basis
of cultural differences in judgmenu of intensity of the universal emotions.
In our study, American and Japanese observers viewed facial expressions of
emotion portrayed by both Caucasian and Japanese posen and made two
separate judgments. The flest judgment was the same multiscalar intensity
judgment used in Ekman and co-workets' (l987) study. If the cultural dif
ferences in intensity levels occurred because of politeness or uncertainty in
judging foreigners, then one would predict that tbe Japanese would give
higher ratings to Japanese faces than Caucasian. Alternatively, if the cultur
al differences are due to learned rules, one would predict that the Americans
would give higher intensity ratings than tbe Japanese regardless of the cul
ture or gender of the peesou being judged.

The second judgment obtained from the subjects was an anchorless in·
tensity rating made without referent to emotion labels. If the cultural diffet
ences were due to the way in which emotion terms were wed as pan of the
response alternatives, one would predict that the cultural differences would
not survive when these ratings were made. If the emotion labels have noth
ing to do with the observed differenccs, however, one would expect the dif
ferences to replicate with these ratings.

Because we presented observers witb an equal number of male and fe
male Caucasian and Japanese posers in each emotion, we were also able to
extend Ekman and co-workers' (1987) findings by testing hypotheses con
cerning differences among the emotions. If people of both cultures learn to
perceive the intensity of the diffen:nt emotions relalive to one another simi
larl)'. one would e~ct to find that the Americans and Japanese give the
highest and lowest intensity ratings to the same emotions. Culture-specific
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differences in the interpretation of the emotions, however I would produce a
different ordering of the emotions for the Americans flDd Japanese, in
lenns of the intensity levels attributed to each of tbe emotions.

Finally, we were able to conduct more tefmed tests of the universality of
relative intensity differences between photos. In our study, observers viewed
four different types of posers (male and female Caucasians and Japanese)
of anger, disgust, fear. happiness, sadness, and surprise. If the relative in
tensity differences among photos are universal, one would expect to flIld
that the ordering of the poser types within each emotion in terms of tbe in
tensity attributed to them would be the same for Americans and Japanese.
If the ordering were ON the same, this would suggest that relative intensity
differenCes among photos are not universa1.

METHOD

Observers

The American sample included 124 (SO male. 44 female) US-born col·
lege students recruited from the University of California, Berkeley, exclud
ing tbose of Japanese, Chinese, or Korean ancestry. The Japanese sample
included 110 (55 male, .5.5 female) Japanese college students recruited from
the Osaka University of Education, Osaka, Japan. All observers partici
pated in partial fulfillment of class requirements.

Facial Stimuli

There existed no set of pictures of facial expressions shown by mem
bers of two cultures, which had been verified to display at least four or five
emotions, upon which we could draw. Instead, we had to undertake to pro
duct such a set. A large number of Caucasian and Japanese posers were in
dividually requested to perfonn the facial muscle movements associated
with the prototypic full face expressions of anger, disgust, Cear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise (cf. Ekman & Friesen, J97.5), while a photograph was
taken oC their attempt. All the Caucasians were US-born Americans; the
Japanese included both US-born Japanese-Americans and Japanese nation
als studying in the United States.

This pool of photos was scored by two coders using Ekman and Frie·
sen's (1978) Facial Action Coding SYlitem (FACS). Reliability was .91 (cal·
culated by doubling the number of times the coders agreed on the classifica
tion of a muscle action and dividing that by the tolal number of codes given

by both coders). Photos were considered for inclusion if the following crite
ria were met: (a) the muscle movements and their intensity levels coded by
FACS matched exactly that which was originally requested for each of the
emotions, with no cxtraneous muscle movements; and (b) the overall inten
sity of the facial muscle innervation acros.s different posers of the same
emotion was relatively constant and of moderate to high intensity_The final
set included 48 different faces, consisting of 8 each (2 males and 2 females
of 2 cultures) of anger, disgust, fear. happiness, sadness, and surprise. Each
poser appeared only once in the entire set.

Judgment Tasks

Observers made two different types of judgments on two separate
viewings. In the first judgment task, the observers used a 9-point scale to
rate the intensity of each of seven emotions (anger, contempt, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise) in terms of whether it was absent (O) OJ'

present and, if present, to indicate its strength from slight (I) through mod
erate (4) to strong (8). The seven emotion terms were always presented in the
same order, alphabetically.

In the second judgment task, observers used a 9-point scale to rate the
overall intensity of the expression, without mentioning any specific emotion
terms. The scale values were labeled neutral (0), weak (ll, moderate (4), and
strong (8).

Translation accuracy from the English to the Japanese of both the in
structions and the emotion terms was verified using a.back-translation pro
cedure. Translation was first made from the original English to Japanese and
then translated back into English by an independent translator. The Japa
nese translation used in this study was tbat which badc·translated exactly in-
to the original English. .

Procedure

The procedures and instructions were the same in Japan as in the
United States. All individuals were tested in group sessions and viewed the
40 stimuli twice. On the first viewing, subjects were instructed to complete
tbe first multiscalar judgment on each of the seven emotion categories. The
stimuli were presented for 10 sec each, and in an entirely random order; no
consideration was given to emotion, culture, or gender in determining the
presentation order. When subjects completed their ratings of all the photos.
the)' viewed the stimuli a second time. The stimuli were presented in the
same random order. On this pass, they were instructed to complele the in-
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tensity ratin~ of the overall Itrcnath of the exprc$Sion. without tbe use of
emotion labels.

Before testing hypotheses concerning cultural differences on the inten
sity radniS. it was imperative to ascena.in whether there was CTO"-culturaJ
agreement about whicb emotion was depicted in each expression. The per
centage of observers giving the target emotion scale the highest rating was
calculated separately for each.photo. The target emotion was the emotion
term that corresponded to thai im.ended in the photo (c.g., &nif:f for the anger
photos). Both American and Japanese judges percdved the intended emo
tion in all photos of anger. disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise at a de
gree comparable to tbat usually found in previous judgment studies (percen
tages averaged across all eight photos/emotion Wert 87.12, 78.48. 97.97.
94.52, and 94.43 for tbe Americans and 69.64. 68.22. 97.59, 71.13, and
88,02 for the Japanese, respectively). The percentages for American judg
ments of fear photos was also comparable (71.12'11), but the rate for the
Japanese was unwually low (30.82'lt), as they often called these photos sur
prise (50.35"). Because the Japanese percentage wa:; not comparable to
that usually found Cor universal expressions, tbe judgments of the fcar ex
pressions were dropped from subsequent analyses.

All analyses were computed twice, once using the data includini all
subjects and the second time using the data only from tbose subjects who
gave the intended emotion term the highest intensity rating. All of tbe fInd
ings reported below were exactly the same; thus we present the analyses u~
ing the entire sample:

e;.tt.ta1 Dlrt'tmI(ft .1.ltully Ratlqi I"

Tab&e 1. Resulu of Five-Wa, AlWJlh or VariQcr;

Effect df F P

Judjt cultW'C (A) 1,22> 12.14 < .OCII
Judae ,ender" (0) 1,22> ... "POKT culture (C) 1,22> "'... <~.ol

Posa poder (0) 1,22> .00 "
EDlOIioD (E) ..... 137.00 < .001

Ax • 1,22> 10.>1 < .01
AxC I.W '.17 < .01
AxD 1.22>. .." "AxE ..... "'". < .001

• xC
1,22> 1.60 "

• x D
I.W .II . "

• x E
..... U9 u

CxD 1,22> 31.76 < .001
CxE ..... 51.29 < .001
D x E ..... 132.12 < .001

AxBxC 1,22> 2.58 u
AxBxD 1,22' j.n < '.10
AxBxE ..... 1.73 u
AxCxD 1,22' U.S] < .001
AxCxE ..... 13.12 <.001
AxDxE ..... ).11 < .01
BxCxD 1,22> .01 u
BxCxE ...,. .11 u
BxDxE ..... ... u
CxDxE ..... 11.71 < .001

AxBxCxD 1,22> .41 u
AxBxCxE ','" '.n < .001
AxBxDxE ','" 1.11 u
AxCxDxE ..... .... < .01
BxCxDxE ..... U7 u

AxBxCxDxE ..... .M "'

MalMlDoto ud n....'41
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nata Reduction and Overall Analyses maining analyses, as there were only twO (unpredicted).effects involving it

as a factor.

Each subject's ratings were a'Veraged across both examples of the Cau
casian male, Caucasian female, Japanese male, and Japanese.female pho.
tos. A five-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) computed on these scores,
using judge culture (2), judge gender (2), poser culture (2), poser aender (2),
and emotion (5) as the independent 'Variables, produced a variety of flJldings
(Table I). Of special importance to the hypotheses of this study was the
judge culture x poser culture x poser gender x emotion interaction
1Ft:4,900l - 4.06, P < .Oll, which allowed us to partition the factors into
the rollowing thrcc major analyscs. Judge gender was dropped from the re-

Cultural Differences In Absolute Inteast!)· btiDas

A one·way ANOVA, using judge culture as the independent variable,
was computed separately for each of the five emotions and fo,:,r poser types
crable II),' For all emotions and poser types except disgust, the Americans

"The error lcnn used in these analyse was the between $llbjcl:u mot" lmTI from the~ rl¥l:'

"'lI~' ana1ysel.
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had significantly higher intensity ratings tban the Japanese, supponing the

T.blc n. Intensity Rari.ngs of Japanese and Caucuib Posers by hypothesis that cultural differences are due to learned rules applied regard·
J.panese and American JUQ,l.'S less of the culture or sex of the poser.

us "'" de F p Eacb of the above analyses testing cultural differences in absolute in-

An8~
tensity rating was computed a second time, using the anchorless intensity

Caucasian 7.31 '.62 1,231 36.01 < .001 ratings from the second judgment task. The findings were identical 10 those
M>I, .11 J,I8 presented above.

Caucasian '.84 4.79 1.232 54.76 <: .001
Female .91 1.20

Japanese '.46 4.80 1,132 IIS.74 < .001 Inteasity Dlffert,nclts as a FUDdion ofPoscr Culturt and GenderM>I, J.O~ 1.33
lap.anclc '.90 4.72 1,232 54,52 < .001
Female 1.18 1.26 A series 0ftwo-wuy ANOVAs using Jlo~,er culture (2) and poser gender

Disgust (2) as factors was computed. separately (or ...\merican and Japanese judges
Caueuiilll 5.92 '.22 1,232 2.91 < .10 and for each of the five ematioD$. For Amerk,ans, the poser culrure x pas·
M., US 1.29 er gender interaction was significant on ange;;', disgu.~t, happuless, and sur·Caucasiln 6.19 5.85 1,231 4.85 < .05
Female 1.12 1.19 prise {F'{l,121) = 79.04, 24.46, 27.77, 52.16; p < .001, respectively]; to;:: ill·

Japanese 6.2j 6.39 1,230 .89 "' teractian far sadness was not [FtI,121) "" L21; nsJ. For the Japaner.e, Uri:,
M>I< 1.04 1.26 interaction was significant for anger, happiness, sadness, and su.rpriseJapanese 5.68 '.90 1.232 1.53 "'Female 1.25 1.46 fFtI,108) = 150.12,38.70,6.36,45.76; P < .001, respectively] but not for

HappincSi disgust [F(I,I08) = 1.21, ns]. Becausc 8 of the 10 interactions were signifi·
Caucasian '.90 '.00 1.232 30.24 < .001 cant, poser culture and poser gender effects were analyzed by a series of
M", 1.2J 1.30 simple effects comparisons (Keppel, 1982).

Caucasian '.68 6.14 1,232 13.26 < .001 Poser Culture Effects. One-way ANOVAs were computed using poserFemale L.01 1.2.
Japanesc 6.63 6.03 I.m 16.64 < .001 culture (2) as tile independent variable, se9a.ralely for :acb judge culture,
Male L.04 1.16 each emotion, and :nale and female posers (Table III). Japanese judges did

Japanese 6.70 6.18 1.2J2 11.98 < .(Xli not give Japanese fa.ces higher ratings than CaucasilW faces, and thus theseFemale ." J.30

Sadness
data offer no support for the hypothesis that cultural differences are due to

Caucasian 4.41 3.82 1,231 13.97 < .001 politenesJ; or uncertainty in judging foreigners. The pattern was similar for
M>I, 1.24 1.16 American judges.

Caucasian 4.91 4.16 1,231 17.10 < .001 Poser Gender Effrcrs. A similar series of ANDVAs was also com·
Female 1.38 1.38 puted using poser geoder (2) as tbe independent variable (Table IV). Again,Japanese 4..57 3.07 I.:m K45 < .001
M>i, 1.38 L.26 there was no consistent or predicted pattern (If results for either the Ameri-

Japanesc 4.89 3.75 1.231 37.66 < .001 can or Japanese judges, but there was considerabie consistency between the
Female UO 1.30 cultures.

Surpri~

Caucasian .5.83 '.J<) 1.232 ~':.21 < .001
Male 1.18 UK Intensity Differences Anwnu tilt ErnotioUfi

Goucasian 5.34 4.25 1.231 39.3: < .001
Fcmale 1.28 1.37

Japanesc S.12 3.71 1.'232 60.47 < .001 Each subject's ratings were averaged across all eight photos for each of
Malc 1.28 1.49 the five emotions. and a one-way ANOVA was computed separately for

Japanese 5.16 4.(J 1.23: 4D~ < .001 each judge culture, using emotion (.5) as the independent variable. The p~Femille l.ll 1.23
were significant for both Americans and Japanese [F(4,416). "" 116.62, p <
,001, and F(4,4321 ~ 147.83, P < .001" respectively!. For each, the emo·

j
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Table Ill. Intensity Ratinll as & FunCtiOll of PO$eT Cullurc T.bk rv.lntellliily bUnp as. Function of POUT Gender

JUdlC p,= Pa,n culture

~
p"", Poser cultul'C

cult\l~ • tndtr Caucu.iao bpalle$e dl F P oll=• Mol. p...... df F P

Anln AnF
American Mol. 7.393 6.-467 1,121 148.41 < .001 Amerian Caucasian 7.]14 5.150 \.1 %J: 313,]) < .001

.678 1.021 .'09 ....
JlpauCK Mok 6.618 4.800 1.109 270.11 < .001 Japanese """'"'" 6.618 4.186 1.109 23].7) < .001

1.119 1.329 1.(79 I.'"Amorlan Fom&1. H39 5.899 1.123 .56 M American J.paDes~ 6.463 BU 1,122 ).0.9\ < .001.... LIn 1.02> 1.169,.,.,... F=ok 4.786 4.723 1,109 .32 M J.,.,... Jlpancse 4.800 •.n) 1,109 .l2 M
1.205 1..259 1.329 1.259

DisJU5I !JUJU"

Alrlcric:ao Mol< HII 6.'" 1,122 9.45 < .01 AmeriClJl c."""" 5.919 6.187 1,I1l 4.91 < .0'
1.347 I.GO I.J~ 1.117

Japanese Mol. 6.211 6.394 1.108 3.41 < .06 JapaneK Caucasian 6.218 H55 1,109 10.31 < .01
1.290 l.lSl! l.186 I 18S

'""'""" Ftnalt 6.187 5.683 1.122 22.53 < .001 Americ:an Japanese 6.2>2 '-699 1,122 29.32 < .001
1.117 1.252 1.G43 1.2ll

Japanese Female s.ass '.900 1,109 .J> M Japanese Japanese 6.394 ,.... I.IOB 27.00 < .001
1.185 LOS 1.2~8 1.461

Happinm Happinw.

American Mok 3.902 6.63-4 1,122 59.4~ < .IX)I American c........ 5.899 6.6n 1,123 61.09 < .001
1.216 1.038 1.211 1.07>J.,.,... M•• 4.995 6.G45 1,109 93.71 < .001 Japanese Caucasian 4.995 6.136 1,109 102.30 < .001
1.302 1.164 1.302 1.198

American FeIlIale 6.671 6.698 1,123 .06 " American J.""", 6.634 6.691 1.122 ... "I.lm .994 1.038 ...,J.,.,... Female 6.136 6.171 1,109 .16 " J.,.,... Japanese 6.G4~ 6.117 1,109 1.85 M
1.198 1.300 1.16' 1.100

Sadneu Sadne5$

American Male 4.411 4.569 1,123 1.93 " American Clucasian 4.411 011 1.123 17.69 < .001
1.238 1.384 1.238 1.379

JapaneK M•• 3.823 3.... 1.109 41.66 < .(Xli Japanese Clucasian 3.823 4.164 1,109 9.05 < .01
1.160 1.261 1.160 1.382

American Female 4.915 4.886 1.122 .07 ., American Jap;lnese 4.561 4.886 1.122 6.49 < .05
1.384 U04 1.387 U04

Japanese Female 4.164 3.750 1.l09 12.91 < .001 Jap;lnese Japanese 3.068 3.150 1,109 33.61 < .O:lI
1.382 1.299 1.261 1.299

Surprise Surprise

American Male 5.835 5.121 1.123 47.93 < .001 American Caucasian 5.825 5.341 \,In 20.48 < .001
1.182 1.277 U82 1.279

Japanese Male 4.500 3.714 1.l09 38.41 < .000 American Caucasian 4.500 4.255 1,109 3.43 < .Oi
LSBI 1.491 U81 1.366

American Female 5.341 5.752 1.122 14.83 < .001 American Japanese ~.121 5.762 1,123 ..." < .001
1.~19 l.1I1 1.277 LID

hpande Female 4.~55 4.727 1,109 15.63 < .000 Japanae Japanese 3.714 4.127 1,109 56.19 < .001
1.366 1.2118 1.491 1..228
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nbl~ \'. Mea.nlnumity Ralinj:s lACrllIi' Ge1dCT and Culture of Poser)
by Japanese and AmctiClln JlId~ (It Each Emotioc

I Emolion M and SD Finding,
Anlerican judle5

II Happin~5 6.49
.91

I' F(I,12O) .. l.1'i, us
I Angel 6.40

! \ .18
: ; F(1,120) .. 23,66, P < .001, : DisguSl 6.02

.96
F(I,120) .. 28.58, P < .em

SlIrpri5C ~.~l

1.00
FO,l:Ul .. '4.84, P < .001

S:ldneli$ 4.71
I.Jl

Jllp.afJ~ jlldges
Di~~USI 6.tO

I.lO
F(I,I08) .. 4.28, P < .05

Happiness 5.84
!.Cf.

1"(1,109) '" 29.)3, p < JXll
Angel' 5.23

1.00
1-'0.)09) - 62.67, p < .001

Surprise 4.29
1.16

F(l.l09) "' 20.09, P < .00'
Sa:!.nes~ 3.;0

1.02

tions Weft: then listed in order. from the highest mean intensity rating to the
lowest, and pairwis~ differences between adjac.elll emotions .....ere tested
(Table V).

The ordering of the emOUOIlS in terms of the intensity attributed to

each was difft=rent for the two cultures. For Americam, the ordcr was hap
piness "" anger> disgust> surprise: > sadness. For the Japane.~e, the or
der was disgust> happiness> anger> surprise> sadnc1is,

Relative IntfJl.slty mffercncr.s Among Posers

Six pair....ist compari.~ons amQ!lg the fo1Jt poser lypes wert m~de on
tht mean illlensity ralings for each emotion: Caucasian male vs Caucasian
female. Caucasian male vs. Japarlcsc: male. C....ucasian male vs-. Japanese le·
male. Caucasia~ female VS-. Japanese male. CalJca.:;iar, female \,,~. Japanese

fc:ouUc, and Japanese male VS, Japanese female. The number of limes the:
Americans and Japanese judges agreed on which photo was more intense
wa .tallied across all six comparisons for all five emotions. The Americans
and japanese agreed 24/30 times, which was significant using the binomial
.ttst·(p < .OS). These findings indicated that the two cultures agreed on the
relative intensity differences among the photos.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The findings from this st~ldy indicated that (a) Japanese attributed less
intense ratings than tbe America.os., regardless of the culture or gender of
the posers judgtd, (b) these differences w~re obtained regardless of whether
the intell:iity rating scale specified a partkular emotional state, (e) the cul
tures were also different io the intem;it.i~s th{~)' attributed w the different
Ulll)tions, ~nd (d) the cultures agreed on ~he rdative intensity differences
among tbe exprcssion$.

These findings allow us to r,eject f,ome of uJ{: eK(I!a:mtions concerning
cultund differences in the: judgment of 2.bmlute Clnntlonal intcfljity 1)t"J~r-ed

by Bkman el of, (t987). Such differences an: noi. spUJiou~> forwc replicated
thew. Tbere is no evidence thet these differences l"~ult simply as a matter of
ob.~rverspolitely not judging foreigners ~,O display intense emotions. There
is some reason to believe thai the differenl:e!i ,are Dot due to differences in
the; translation of emotion tcml~, for cultursl differences were obtained
even when no emotion was specjfied in the int.ensity rating scale. However,
this conclusion cannot yet be drawn, bcc~Luse the anchorless intemity rat
.ings always occurred second, and it is possible that subjects' first ratings us
ing the emotion terms inl1ueocetl these second nu.ings.

We had predicted these cultural differences in the perception of emo
tion, extrapolating from Ekman and Friesen's findings (Ekman, 1972) on
differences in emotional expression. They ~howed thal: Japanese more than
Americans mask the expression of negative emotions in the presence of an
authority figure (Friesen. 1972), They in.terpreted their findings as due to
culturally teamed display rules which prohibit the public display of negative
e..'notjom. We reasoned that similar ruJes for the interpretation of emotional
display (called decoding nlle.'i by Buck, 1984) migh: cause the Japanese to
dL~couot the extent of emotion they $i.":. The f;;C,l that the perception of
emotional intensify \\'ll.'i attenuated fl(Il just for anger and sadness but for
surprise and happiness as well suggests that the Japanese display and decod
ing r\lles may havt' to do with the undue expression and perception of any
emotion, nm jusl ncgativt emotion, Thf: failurt' to find difft'rences in the
judgment of disgust was nOI predicted, and we have no a posteriori explana
tion.
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While we have interpreted OUI rmdings as showing that Japanese make
lower intensity ratings than Americans. we cannot actually be certain which
,set of ratings is a more accurate representation of the true intensity of the
expression judged. Perhaps tbe Americans are exaggerating, and the Japa·
nese intensity ratings are more accurate. A criterion of actual emotional in·
tensity. either physiological data or subjective report. coincident with each
expression is necessary to be more certain about this issue.

The level of agreement between the two cultures in relative intensity
judgmenl, when all possible combinations of comparisons among photos were
made, replicates Ekman and co-workers' (1987) rmding concc:rning the univer
sality of relative intensity judgments. These data extend those fmdings, in
that we included posers of two cultures in this study. It is also interesting
to Dote that the present study used more conserv'l.tive criteria in testing rela
tive intensity differences, in that it demonstrated tbe' effect using a tally
method without arbitrary cutoff limits. Ekman et af. (1987) also used the
tally method but included only those comparisons whose Olean differences
were greater than one point.

Finally, there werc alsu interesting findings concerning the intensity
levels .l.ttdbuted across the various emotions. The Aracricans and Japanese
aTe similar io that surprise and sadness were ralec! the least intense. The two
cultures differed, however, in that happiD.f'-ss, anger, and disgust were the
highest for tbe Americans, ill that order, while disgust, happiness, and ang
er were the highest for tbe Japanese. These findings S\lggest that it would be
interesting to examine the differential role of disgust in the two cultures, but
especially in relation to anger in Ja~n. Disgust Wa!i the only emotion to be
rated so intensely by the Japanese that judge cultw'e differences did nol ex
ist. Also, data from another study on the attitudes concerning the various
universal emotions are consistent with these finding.s concerning judgments
of faces (Matsumoto, 1989).

Questions concerning cUltural differences in intensity remain. Fox ex~

ample, we do not know the boundaries of the cultural differences in the per
ception of intensity. Is it limited to the judgment of facial expressions of
emotion, or might it occur with judgments of other facial attributes (e.g.,
beauty) or other emotion signs (voice not face)'! Perhaps it is general to the
judgmeL:ll of any personal attribute, regardless of the source of the informa
tion being judged, or to any judgment oi any kind. While the nOIHdgnifi·
cant findings on disg\t'il. suggtS1 that not ali judgments arc affected simila.r·
11', further research is w:cder,! to tes! the boundaries of these cultural diffcr·
enccs and the mHure of the processes involved.
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